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Jack Reacher travels alone and so does his son, Jack Cameron. From #1 Bestseller, Scott Blade.
JACK CAMERON. LONER. HERO. DRIFTER. SON.Jack Reacher has been to a lot of places. One
such place is Hope, Colorado and another is Despair, which is nothing more than a ghost town.
Jack Cameron has been following in his father&apos;s footsteps. Now, he&apos;s made his way to
Hope, but instead of finding a warm welcome, he finds two dead, off-duty cops, shot to death in the
desert, still in their police car. In the first trek of road, Cameron has found two dead cops and in the
next a beautiful cop named Vaughn, but she pegs him as the killer. Until she recognizes him as the
son of her old friend--Jack Reacher. What seems like a simple case of two dirty cops killed by their
criminal partner, soon turns into a race against time to uncover a deadly secret. Cameron and
Vaughn have no one to trust, but each other. Ten years ago, Jack Reacher had nothing to lose.
Now, Jack Cameron has nothing left, but to help Vaughn against a deadly enemy. This edition
includes a special bonus story: Reckoning Road - A Jack Cameron Novella The only thing that Jack
Cameron finds worse than the long day that he has had trying to hitch a ride on a long, lonely
stretch of Route 66 between Texas and New Mexico is the car that comes barreling down the road
at high speeds and then almost runs him over. After barely missing Cameron, the car crashes into a
tree. Cameron rescues the driver and calls an ambulance for him. Only the driver is more than what
he seems and Cameron is sucked into a mystery that leads him to a small roadside town and a
witness protection case that is twenty-years-old. Jack Cameron is left alone to protect a witness that
has no idea that an old enemy is after her. And Cameron has no idea who the enemy is, but he
knows one thing that they are right behind him.And coming in the summer is A REASON TO KILL:
Jack Cameron book 7.
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There's only one problem when reading a Scott Blade work. Once you start reading, you don't stop
until either you're finished or your better half tells you to switch off the lamp or else. Bottom line, it's
like a really good meal. It is over way to soon and you're left looking forward to the next one. And
so, I say, Mr. Blade, keep 'em coming.

Read all of the Lee Child's Jack Reacher books and then started on the Jack Cameron stories. This
one is the best of all the Scott Blade books. Now I have nothing left to read until either Child or
Blade releases a new one. Great reading.

A wonderful companion to the Jack Reacher novels. Exciting to read and fun to anticipate. The
nineteen year old Cameron has much more encapsulated adventures that somewhat follow the
footsteps of his father. Where Cameron will end up next and with who is what we all want to know?

Scott Blade's new Jack Cameron thriller brings him to the towns Hope and Despair, where his father
Jack Reacher brought peace and justice before. Teaming up with Hope's Police chief Vaughn
Cameron discovers two dead cops. Trying to find out what happened unravels a filthy mess.

Once again Scott Blade takes his character, Jack Cameron, down the roads his father traveled and
finds himself fighting for justice and the rights of strangers. He is developing into a more adept and
inciteful vagabond with no desire to stick around for the acolades. Sounds like someone else we
know and love. Thanks, Scott

Cameron is on the hunt for his dad, Jack Reacher, but walking between rides, he comes up on a

cop vehicle that is full of bullet holes and two dead officers inside. Less than a minute later, his
world lights up with red and blue strobe lights and another police officer telling him not to move as
her gun is pointed dead center of his chest. Meet Chief Vaughn, Cedar Groves finest. What
happens next will explain Cameron's next venture. If your a fan, you'll keep turning pages. You
won't be disappointed. At the end, Cameron takes on Reckoning Road. You'll want to get the gist of
that little story too. Thanks for another great read.

Have read all the Cameron series. The writing is getting better and the action is good. Sometimes
the read is repetitive in table-setting the plot but brief enough to read through and not have to
skip-read. Definite similarities to Reached, Ive read all the Reacher books and I actually believe that
Cameron really is his son!!

The story line is okay, but the author really needs to do some research before he writes. For
example, his description of a Remington Model 870 shotgun as "an eighteen guage and appears to
be a double action" is so far off the mark as to be laughable. Also, cannot understand why the main
character was named "Reacher" in the first two books, then is named "Cameron" in the following
books. No explanation for that.
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